Anatomy of a Walksheet
All Walkabouts have corresponding Walksheet sets.
Walksheets are PDF worksheets that include a movement
component. All Walksheet sets can be downloaded and
printed.
To find, view, and print Walksheets, click the light blue
button on the Home screen.
Then, find the Walksheet set you want to view and print.
You can locate the Walksheet set using the drop-down
menus, or simply scroll and browse the Walksheet sets.
Next, scroll to view all the pages in the Walksheet set,
or use the buttons at the top right to change the page
orientation, download, or print.

Warm Up: Let’s Go!

Name

Look at each number pair below. Chomp
your arms toward the greater number.
Stack your arms if the numbers are equal.
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Look at each pair of numbers. Circle the larger number in red. Circle the
smaller number in blue. If the numbers are equal, circle them in yellow.

Check the top right corner of each Walksheet
for the warm up box. These warm ups use
movements or actions to reinforce a skill
presented on the Walksheet.
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Many Walksheets go beyond the traditional. On some Walksheets, students color, cut and
paste, and even paint. A few Walksheets even include games students can cut out and play
1
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4
6
to reinforce the skills presented in Walkabouts.
Warm Up: Let’s Go!

Name
Mixing Colors

Go find and touch something
green in the room.

Proper Nouns

Use paint and mix the colors in each circle. Name the new colors you make.
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Warm Up: Let’s Go!

Name

Look at the common nouns below. Think of a
proper noun for each person, place, or thing.
Jump and say each proper noun.
city, boy, school, teacher, book
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A proper noun is the special name of a common noun. It names a specific
person, place, or thing. Cut out each proper noun and paste it beside the
common noun it names.

Name

Using Apostrophes: Possessives

6

7

Rewrite each phrase in the possessive form.
the boat belongs to Jane

state

red + yellow

restaurant

yellow + blue

Julia

K - Math (Counting & Cardinality) Numbers and Objects:
Greater Than, Less Than, and Equal To the spots on the ladybug

King’s Shoes
the pencil that belongs to Kevin

street

Golden State Park

country

Florida

the seeds in the melon

girl

Dr. Jennings

the tooth of Beth

holiday

Taco Ted’s

Applicable
an answer key.
blue + redWalksheet sets includedoctor
park
store

the thorn on the rose

Thanksgiving
Elm Street
Canada

the wings of the bird
the door of the car
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Warm Up: Get Moving!

Write each possessive in the air.
Put your hands on your hips to
show each apostrophe.
dog’s, girl’s, Kim’s
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